October 2012 Construction Photos

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is placing and compacting backfill around the tailrace connector inlet and 84-inch reinforced concrete pipe.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor completes backfill compaction around to the tailrace connector inlet and Inskip Powerhouse (left).
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is installing conduit for the tailrace connector gate actuators.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor completes installation of the riprap materials along the bank slope of the powerhouse tailrace connector inlet structure.
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor constructs a concrete slap (center) for actuator and distribution panel of the tailrace connector outlet.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is placing and compacting backfill for the new access road intersection with Manton Road.
**Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse:** The contractor is hydro-seeding adjacent areas of the penstock bypass chute.

**Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse:** The contractor completes hydroteering adjacent areas of the penstock bypass chute lower jump basin (bottom) and animal crossing (center).
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is placing and compacting the gravel surfacing near the penstock bypass upper jump basin.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is hydroseeding the use area #2.
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is lining the new v-ditch with riprap to improve drainage around the permanent stockpile.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: The contractor is installing an 18-inch reinforced concrete pipe under PG&E Inskip Powerhouse access road.